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Abstract

In this article, we empirically examine how the Central Asian states apply external regime legitimation strategies to legitimize their regimes domestically. We used the Central Asia Watch Project’s data from five Central Asian state-run media outlets to examine spatial and temporal changes in applying regime legitimation strategies. The results show that all Central Asian countries employed external regime legitimation strategies but those strategies differ based on regime type. Overall, we see a continuity and persistence in reporting regional cooperation but underreporting of regional conflict throughout the 2016–2017 timeframe of this study.
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Introduction

Any regime requires a certain level of legitimacy and support to ensure its long-term security (Isaacs and Frigerio 2019). Thus, regimes apply various strategies to gain support and legitimate their existence. This is particularly important for young countries, such as those in Central Asia, that are looking to establish their identities. External regime legitimation is one of the strategies that help governments to achieve regime stability. This strategy is used to acquire international support, which further supports internal political systems (Schatz 2009; von Soest and Grauvogel 2015). External legitimation may include some or all of the following activities: engaging with world leaders, joining international organizations, inviting nongovernmental participation, offering services as an international mediator, and participating in peace-building activities (Schatz 2009).

In controlled regimes, the dissemination of news stories that focus on positive international aspects of the state’s policies and actions can be part of an external legitimation strategy. News agencies can reinforce the regime by promoting news that shows international support for the regime (del Sordi and Dalmasso 2018; Holbig 2011). For example, Holbig shows that the Chinese leadership employs “explicit acts of international recognition” to create a positive image of itself in the national discourse. Mass media thus appears to be relevant to both internal and external regime legitimation strategies, which complement and positively strengthen one another.
Schatz’s (2009) research on regime legitimacy in Central Asia led him to conclude that Kazakhstan has employed the external legitimacy strategy since the early 1990s. Schatz noted that former President of Kazakhstan, Nursultan Nazarbayev, frequently travelled to the West, encouraged establishment of foreign embassies, and proposed peace and security arrangements—all to convey Kazakhstan’s integration into and cooperation with international society. Nazarbayev used his international credentials as a peacekeeper to present his regime as a creator of tranquillity over his multiethnic domestic society, thus legitimizing its existence.

Although we know that many states, including Kazakhstan, have used external regime legitimation strategies, the question remains as to what extent these strategies are used by the Central Asian republics today. In this article, we ask the following question: What messages do Central Asian states communicate to external audiences to legitimize their regimes internally? Specifically, we explore this question by examining how state framing of regional relations is relevant to regime legitimation practices.

This article contributes to research that examines authoritarianism and legitimation in Central Asia and illustrates that the main concern of Central Asian rulers is to maintain power (Cummings 2002). The study analysed a news dataset collected by the Central Asia Watch (CAW) Project, a project that systematically analyses news articles published by the state-run media outlets of Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan. In our analysis, we demonstrate how Central Asian state-run media outlets applied a cooperative framing to their reporting of regional interactions to legitimize ruling governments. Beyond their scholarly relevance, our findings help citizens, policymakers, and investors who use

---

1 See https://centralasiawatch.com.
information from state-owned sources to better evaluate the information they receive from and about the region.

**Background**

The five countries of Central Asia emerged from the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, with borders, economies, and political systems that would seem to provide the basis for conflict rather than cooperation. The delicate resource-sharing model exercised during the Soviet period between the energy-rich but water-poor nations (Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan) and the water-rich but energy-poor nations (Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan) broke down quickly, and the struggle to reach new agreements has been a dominant regional issue (Elhance 1997; Krutov and Spoer 2003; Bichsel 2009; Sakeeva 2013; Pak and Wegerich 2014; Rumer 2002; Menga 2018). Scholars such as Nick Megoran (2017) have argued, however, that the primary driver of regional conflict is a flowering of nationalism.

Since independence, the narrative of Central Asia that most Western observers have articulated in literature and thought pieces is what Heathershaw and Megoran (2011) have characterized as a ‘discourse of danger,’ grouped into the lenses of ‘obscure, oriental, and fractious.’ Obscure in this context refers to the conception of Central Asia as a region left behind by the world economy and international politics, with analysts highlighting the inadequacy of government policies in stimulating growth (Kaminski and Mitra 2010). Oriental highlights the idea of an unknowable region that is beset with religious radicalism and opaque decision-making. Fractious means that the region is locked into intractable violence as a result of a legacy of
Soviet state-building and ethnic diversity in the region (Devlet 1997), explaining the cause of periodic ethnic conflicts.

Disappointingly, the world still tends to view the region as an analytical black box, regardless of the considerable differences among the five countries. Central Asia is generally perceived as an ‘authoritarian region,’ but not all forms of authoritarian control are the same (Koch 2013; Menga 2019). As Schatz (2009) noted, for example, Kazakhstan and the Kyrgyz Republic featured a softer form of authoritarianism compared to some of the other regimes at the time. In this regard, von Soest and Grauvogel (2015) outlined how the Central Asian states draw on different legitimation strategies that may emphasize some of all of the following: their foundational myth, the glorification of their president, their engagement with the international community, and their socioeconomic performance.

The Western conflict narrative of bitterly adversarial foreign policy relations in Central Asia has begun to transform over the last couple of years, replaced by a new narrative of flowering diplomatic rapprochement and regional cooperation. Much of this transformation is linked to the foreign policy rhetoric of Uzbek president Shavkat Mirziyoyev, who has made a number of public statements since coming to power in late 2016 attesting to the importance of creating good relationships with Uzbekistan’s neighbours. Tellingly, the language used here, such as ‘Reset’ (Hashimova 2018) or ‘Spring’ (Cornell and Starr 2018) in news article titles implies a complete departure from an older medium toward a more positive atmosphere.
Relaxed visa regimes and trade agreements among the states have boosted the perception of Central Asian cooperation and regional integration, a result generally heralded as potentially leading to major geopolitical developments for Eurasia (Horak 2018), a stronger defence in the larger battle with religious radicalization (Gavrilis 2017), and a tourism boom and economic growth throughout the region (Asian Development Bank 2019). While many publications make sure to include caveats when promoting this narrative, they are increasingly depicting a Central Asia that is poised to integrate economically while also embracing diplomatic engagement and becoming an important political bloc in Eurasia. Thus, it is evident that the media plays a crucial role in shaping our perception of a particular region, an issue that will be discussed in greater detail below.

**External Regime Legitimation and Media Framing**

All regimes, irrespective of whether they trend democratic or authoritarian, need to have a certain level of legitimacy to ensure their longevity (Isaacs and Frigerio 2019). Thus, regimes apply various strategies to gain support and legitimize their existence, including ideology, charisma, elections, performance, international engagement, external legitimation, and other legitimacy claims (Burnell 2006; von Soest and Grauvogel 2015). These strategies are highly interlinked and may coexist. In fact, Grauvogel and von Soest (2014) argue that regimes must apply a variety of legitimation strategies in order to build a stronger legitimation case.

Burnell (2006) defines external legitimation strategy as gaining international recognition and support (material or symbolic) from other states in order to manufacture legitimacy at home. To
bolster its external and internal legitimacy, a regime can engage internationally by conducting state visits, opening up embassies, joining international organizations, volunteering to facilitate peace and security negotiations, and promoting cooperation among states in general (Schatz 2009). Governments use various communication tools, particularly media outlets, to publicize their external legitimation efforts to gain support for their regimes (Allison 2006; Gross and Kenny 2008; Anceschi 2011; Rollberg and Laruelle 2015).

Media is a regime-legitimizing tool because it ‘frames,’ or assembles, narratives to promote a chosen interpretation of an event (Entman 2007). Thus, journalists use framing to play an important role in constructing the news: the choices they make about ‘language, quotations, and relevant information lead to emphasis upon certain features of a news story’ (Shah et al. 2002). Moreover, news frames that emphasize positive or negative aspects of an issue influence public support for specific policies (Price et al. 1997; de Vreese and Boomgaarden 2003). No matter how hard journalists try to present unbiased news, framing is inescapable. All journalists must necessarily frame their stories before sharing them with the public.

Academics classify frames into two main groups: substantive and procedural (Entman 2004). Substantive frames perform at least two of the following basic functions in covering political events, issues, and actors: defining effects or conditions as problematic, identifying causes, conveying a moral judgment, and endorsing remedies or improvements. Procedural frames have a narrower focus and function. They suggest evaluations of political actors’ legitimacies based on their techniques, successes, and representativeness. Callaghan and Schnell (2005) classify frames into two main groups: while their typology of frames is similar to Entman’s, they
distinguish between issue-specific and generic frames. They further divide issue-specific frames into thematic and episodic: thematic frames place political issues or events in a certain context, while episodic frames focus on specific events or persons. Generic frames, on the other hand, describe concepts in a broad way and can act as broader frames for specific policy issues.

**Methods and Limitations**

This study used a quantitative content analysis method to examine how a Central Asian government-owned news agency, the state’s tool to promote its legitimation, employs the external regime legitimation strategy while reporting on regional interactions. The unit of analysis is the individual online news article. The data was collected by our research team through the Central Asia Watch (CAW) Project, which tracks economic, social, and political developments in Central Asia via their interstate conflict and cooperation news database. For this study, we analysed data for the period from January 2016 to December 2017.

To examine the reporting approaches by these five states, we selected one state-run news outlet from each country. We also examined one Western media outlet to receive a more unbiased media perspective for comparison. The six news outlets that we examined were: the national news agency of Kazakhstan—Kazinform; the official news agency of the Kyrgyz Republic—Kabar; the national information agency of Tajikistan—Khovar; an electronic newspaper agency of the State News Agency of Turkmenistan—Turkmenistan Golden Age (TGA); Uzbekistan National News Agency—UzA; and the United States government-funded Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty (RFE/RL).
Since this study explores external legitimation with a regional focus, we define regional news articles as those pertaining to bilateral or multilateral events that occurred between two or more Central Asian states. To identify regional news articles for analysis, we conducted a two-step article selection process (see Appendix). First, a computer-based program conducted a content analysis of all the English-language articles produced by the six news outlets between January 2016 and December 2017 and selected articles that mentioned ‘Kazakh,’ ‘Kyrgyz,’ ‘Tajik,’ ‘Turkmen,’ and ‘Uzbek.’ These articles were automatically coded by computer as regional news stories. For each article selected, the computerized program also recorded the news agency name, title, publication date, and the weblink to the original article. In the second step, human coders reviewed and verified the regional articles coded by computer and corrected false positives that failed to meet the above definition of a regional news article.

Once verified, the regional articles were coded for type of generic frames, as identified by Callaghan and Schnell (2005). Coding for type of generic frames allowed us to focus on broad policy issues, specifically international (regional) conflict and cooperation, for example, answering the question whether the states promote a positive image of themselves at the regional level. We identified the generic frame of conflict according to Semetko and Valkenburg (2000): a frame that ‘emphasizes conflict between individuals, groups, or institutions as a means of capturing audience interest.’ We used the definition of conflict to help define the cooperation frame: a frame that emphasizes cooperation between individuals, groups, or institutions as a means of capturing audience interest.
The frames of regional news articles were coded using the Conflict Cooperation Scale (CCS). The CCS was developed by the CAW Project and is based on the Transboundary Freshwater Dispute Database (TFDD) scale (Wolf 1999). The CCS provides a rubric for coders to classify news articles as having either a conflict frame (negative score), cooperation frame (positive score), or neutral if neither applies (0 score). To better measure the level of conflict and cooperation reported, the CCS distinguishes between verbal and action events, given that action events generally correspond with a higher level of cooperation or conflict. The CCS assigns a value of ±1 to verbal events and a value of ±2 to action events. Articles that summarized weekly events, delivered monthly reports, or produced other types of reviews are coded as 99. 

Intercoder reliability, when two coders independently analysed a subset of the same 100 news articles, was found to be 93 percent. In general, coder agreement of 90 percent or greater is considered highly reliable (Lavrakas 2008).

To track where the reported conflict and cooperation were occurring, bilateral events were noted. To track the bilateral events, we coded articles for dyads, or two-country pairs, which were associated with the conflict frame (negative CCS) or cooperation action frame (CCS of +2). During the dyad analysis, articles featuring three or more countries were recorded as ‘two plus’ and were not included in the analysis due to the ambiguity of whether they were covering a multilateral event or multiple bilateral events. Articles with a CCS of 0 or 99 were omitted for lack of relevance. Given their greater consequence, only articles coded as cooperative action events (+2) were analysed for dyads.

---

2 Read more about the Conflict Cooperation Scale in the Appendix.
Additionally, articles with CCS values of -1, -2, and +2 were coded for topics or sectors in which regional cooperation and conflict were reported. The sectors identified for this research were border, culture, disaster aid, elections, energy, military, terrorism, trade, transportation, sport, water, presidential state visit, multisector, and other. For sector coding, we used an inductive approach in which we analysed articles with an open view and with a goal to revealing the array of possible sectors. Articles with CCS values of +1 were omitted from sector coding due to their high volume and being less consequential than the +2 articles.

This study has data-related limitations. We are not questioning the authenticity of the information provided by the news outlets examined, but we acknowledge that the articles produced are most likely to have a particular bias and limitation in scope. This bias can be partially examined though comparative data analysis, but due to the small sample size of the news agencies examined—one agency per Central Asian country and one out-of-region media outlet—we cannot make statements regarding the degree of this limitation. We also could not collect and examine 2016 news articles published by the Kyrgyz state-run media outlet, Kabar. During our data extraction process in 2017, we discovered that articles published in 2016 had been archived and removed from the Kabar website and were not available at the time of collection.

It is also important to note that we examined only articles published in the English language. Clearly, English-language articles are meant for a different target audience than regional readers consuming information in their national languages or in Russian. We note that overall, there is a difference in quantitative and thematic coverage between English and non-English publications,
but it is beyond the scope of this research to compare and contrast coverage in different languages.

**Results**

A total of 38,614 articles were processed and coded by the automated system. The largest number of articles came from Kazinform (n = 25,963), followed by 3,375 articles from TGA, 2,873 from Kabar (data only for 2017), 2,576 from UzA, 2,099 from Khovar, and 1,728 from RFE/RL. The computerized system analysed all 38,614 articles and coded them as regional in cases when content analysis showed that the text of an article contained names of at least two Central Asian states. Human coders reviewed all the articles coded as regional and verified 2,488 of these articles as regional. Kazinform contributed the most regional articles (36 percent), followed by 21 percent from Kabar, 19 percent from TGA, 11 percent from UzA, 8 percent from Khovar, and 6 percent from RFE/RL (Table 1).

---

3 The 2016 Kabar articles were not available at the time of data collection and analysis.
### Table 1. Regional articles sorted by CCS rating and news resource for articles published between 2016 and 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Conflict -2</th>
<th>-1</th>
<th>Neutral 0</th>
<th>Cooperation +1</th>
<th>+2</th>
<th>N/A 99</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KABAR</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAZINFO</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>582</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KHOVAR</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGA</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UZA</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFE/RL</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>1,597</td>
<td>631</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2,488</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Changing trends between 2016 and 2017**

We examined framing by news agency and year. First, we looked at whether there was a change in reporting on international relations in the region between 2016 and 2017. The data shows that the number of news stories reported through the cooperation frame (CCS +1 and +2) increased from 2016 to 2017 in four outlets: UzA had a 135 percent increase, followed by a 103 percent increase in RFE/RL, 62 percent in TGA, and 23 percent in Khovar. We did not observe a
noticeable change in Kazinform’s reporting, which saw only a 3 percent increase. Overall, very few stories were reported through the conflict frame (CCS -1 and -2). TGA and UzA did not report any conflict stories at all. Khovar reported only one negative event. Kazinform, RFE/RL, and Kabar were the only agencies that reported regional events through the conflict frame. Because 2016 data for Kabar was not available, an annual change in reporting negative regional events could be observed only for Kazinform and RFE/RL. Kazinform showed little difference in its conflict reporting, producing two fewer articles in 2017 compared to 2016. RFE/RL, on the other hand, had a 93 percent increase in conflict reporting.

**News reported through conflict frames**

The number of regional news stories reported through a conflict frame was 102 (Table 2), 4 percent of the regional articles’ subset. The dyad analysis, which indicates the two countries on which a bilateral article focuses, showed that 41 percent of conflict news stories reported in 2016 and 81 percent in 2017 (74 percent when excluding Kabar⁴) were between Kazakhstan and the Kyrgyz Republic. Other notable conflict dyads included Kazakhstan-Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan-Kyrgyz Republic, which accounted for a combined 41 percent of the conflict reporting in 2016 but had minimal mentions in 2017.

---

⁴ Because Kabar articles were not included in the 2016 analysis, a more accurate indicator of the change in reporting of this conflict dyad requires omitting Kabar articles in 2017.
We used an inductive approach to examine the conflict-framed articles for sectors. Ten sectors had conflicts reported: border, elections, culture, energy, sport, terrorism, trade, transportation, water, and other (miscellaneous). The Kazakhstan-Kyrgyz Republic conflict dyad received the most regional news coverage; the conflict incidents between these two countries covered seven sectors. The most conflictive sector between these two countries was border (Figure 1), with fifty articles published between 2016 and 2017. The border sector was also noted as a common area of reported conflict for all Central Asian states. The second most conflictive sector was elections, which had seventeen conflict articles published 2017 (none in 2016). All election-related conflicts occurred between Kazakhstan and the Kyrgyz Republic. The water and energy sectors had some of the least conflict reporting in our sample: Only four articles, three energy and one water, were published, all from 2016. Out of three conflict-framed energy stories reported by Kazinform, two occurred between the Kyrgyz Republic and Kazakhstan and one between more than two countries. The only water conflict story was reported by RFE/RL in 2016 and involved Tajikistan and Uzbekistan.
We noticed that although the media agencies of Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, and Tajikistan (with the exception of one article on sport) were not found to publish articles framed through the conflict frame, other news outlets did report conflict incidents that involved Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan. In total, there were twenty-six conflict stories (thirty-three stories when counting ‘two plus’ articles) produced by Khovar (one), Kazinform (five), and RFE/RL (twenty) that involved Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan: eighteen stories on border, six on transportation, one on water, and one on sport.

Figure 1. Sankey diagram of sectoral issues by conflict dyad (2016–2017)
To better understand the media outlets’ approach to reporting, we also examined which countries the agencies were reporting on. When the Kyrgyz Republic and Kazakhstan published on their bilateral issues, no other Central Asian agency covered those issues. Kabar and Kazinform were the only agencies that regularly reported conflict incidents involving their own countries, but they also rarely reported a conflict that did not involve their own country. For example, conflicts between the Kyrgyz Republic and Uzbekistan were largely not reported by regional media, with one exception by Kazinform. Additionally, RFE/RL, as an international outlet, reported on conflict dyads and sectors absent from Central Asian outlets.

**News reported through cooperation frames**

After looking at conflict reporting, we examined the news articles reported via the cooperation frame. Out of the 2,488 regional articles, 631 were coded as pertaining to a cooperative action and 1,597 to cooperative verbal events. All media outlets tracked had an increase in reporting regional cooperation in 2017 over 2016. We used an inductive approach to examine the 631 cooperative action news stories and identified twelve sectors: border, culture, disaster aid, elections, energy, military, trade, transportation, water, multisector, other, and presidential state visits. The volume of stories solely focused on presidential state visits, and the importance of such events necessitated that they be tracked as their own sector category. When comparing reported cooperative actions in 2016 and 2017, \(^5\) several sectors more than doubled in cooperative actions: border, culture, presidential visits, and multisector actions (Table 3). UzA saw the greatest increase in reporting of presidential state visits from 2016 to 2017.

---

\(^5\) Omitting Kabar data due to the lack of comparable data for 2016.
Table 3. Cooperative actions by resource and sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Border</th>
<th>Culture</th>
<th>Disaster</th>
<th>Elections</th>
<th>Energy</th>
<th>Military</th>
<th>Trade</th>
<th>Transportation</th>
<th>Water</th>
<th>Multisector</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Presidential Visit</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGA</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAZINFORM</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KHOVAR</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UZA</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFE/RL</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017*</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KABAR*</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAZINFORM</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KHOVAR</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UZA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFE/RL</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total*</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>631</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Denotes removal of the Kabar data to provide a more accurate indicator of the change in reporting of cooperative actions by sector.

As with conflict frames, most media outlets tended not to report on cooperative action events between other states in the region; when cooperation occurred between two Central Asian states, it was usually reflected in the media outlets of only the two countries involved in the cooperative action (Table 4). Of the Central Asian news agencies tracked, Kabar showed the greatest tendency to post on cooperation between other countries in Central Asia, posting stories on eight out of a possible ten cooperative action dyads. We observed that these stories tended to be reposting of other news agencies’ reporting.
Table 4. Cooperative action dyads reported by resource

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cooperative Dyad</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>Adjusted*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KAZINFORM</td>
<td>TGA</td>
<td>UZA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazakh-Tajik</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazakh-Kyrgyz</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazakh-Turkmen</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazakh-Uzbek</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyrgyz-Turkmen</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tajik-Kyrgyz</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tajik-Turkmen</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tajik-Uzbek</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uzbek-Kyrgyz</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uzbek-Turkmen</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two plus</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Denotes removal of the Kabar data to provide a more accurate indicator of the change in reporting of cooperative actions by sector.

Discussion

External legitimation media approach

The analysis of state-run Central Asian media outlets showed that all Central Asian republics employ external regime legitimation strategies. News articles reporting regional relations through the frame of conflict made up less than 1 percent of the total content of the outlets that published them. Despite the general discourse that before 2017 (until Karimov’s presidency in Uzbekistan) the region was more conflictive, our data showed persistence of cooperation frame reporting throughout the 2016 and 2017 periods. This indicates that these Central Asian state-run media outlets have likely been using the external legitimation approach in news reporting for a longer period of time. Rather than leading to a change in legitimation approach, the recent developments in Central Asia appear to have expanded the use of existing strategies.
We noticed that the application of the external legitimation approach differed from one agency to another. For example, Khovar, TGA, and UzA produced only cooperative regional stories, showing no indication of disagreement between regional neighbours, while Kabar and Kazinform produced some conflict stories. The difference of Kabar’s and Kazinform’s journalism could be explained in part by Gross and Kenny’s (2008) reporting that journalism schools in Kazakhstan and the Kyrgyz Republic are modern, have US-style curricula, and host Western or Western-educated faculties, so they may be producing journalists who are more open to reporting through different frames or challenging established norms. Schatz (2009), however, can explain this difference by the difference in type of regime: Kazakhstan and the Kyrgyz Republic have soft authoritarian regimes. Lastly, groups like Freedom House, an American nongovernmental organization that conducts research on democracy, political freedom, and human rights, show a strong correlation between freedom of the media and freedom in general. Freedom House ranks Kazakhstan and the Kyrgyz Republic as freer than their neighbours (Freedom House 2017).

*Excessive reporting of cooperation*

Many media sources attribute the recent increase in regional cooperation to the new president in Uzbekistan (Nourzhanov 2018; Sorbello 2018). Our data confirm this, as Shavkat Mirziyoyev indeed appears to contribute to increased reporting in regional cooperation: UzA, along with other media outlets, reported numerous state visits and agreement-signing events involving Uzbekistan during 2017. Presidential state visit news articles stood out during the analysis.
because the number of articles on presidential visits almost tripled in 2017; most of these articles were reported by UzA.

Although many of these articles did cover important aspects of diplomatic engagements, there were many articles that did not have substantial informational value: Separate articles reported that the president left to a neighbouring country, was in flight, and arrived at the destination. Such intensive reporting on presidential visits shows that UzA is making significant efforts in portraying Uzbekistan as a willingly cooperative state; this is in line with the general tendency underpinning personalist-authoritarian regimes in Central Asia (Isaacs 2019). It appears that Uzbekistan, like Kazakhstan in the early 1990s, is looking to derive its legitimacy from external recognition, while broadcasting international support inward to domestic audiences.

It is worth stating that the new presidency in Uzbekistan did not appear to change the reporting strategies within UzA. The agency still does not report conflict incidents involving Uzbekistan even though they occur and are reported by other media outlets. Since we are examining change in media reporting within one year of Mirziyoyev’s presidency, lack of changes may be due to the institutional resistance to change (Roland 2004). However, Mazepus et al. (2016) argues that although the regimes may change their ideological positions, their legitimation strategies—such as external legitimation—are often robust and therefore remain relatively static over time.

*Underreporting conflict*
The reporting of conflict stories in the five national media outlets was minimal, particularly when compared to the RFE/RL. Thus, it appears that the Central Asian state-run media outlets examined in our study implement the external legitimation strategy by minimizing their reporting on regional disagreements. This approach to news writing is explained as providing regime security by Jourde (2007). He argues that controlled regimes recognize the role of stability in Western governments’ world views and use a representation of such stability to help them against international and domestic democratization pressures.

We found that of the state-run media outlets examined, only those of Kazakhstan and the Kyrgyz Republic made an effort to report conflict incidents, mostly focusing on these two countries. That explains why in this study Kazakhstan and the Kyrgyz Republic appear the most in conflict articles. Overall, in striving to portray a stable and conflict-free region, all the media outlets minimized reporting of regional conflict events.

UzA did not report any conflict news stories from 2016 to 2017. A review of the border sector, for example, revealed that there were issues at the border during that timeframe. An article published by UzA in 2017 through the cooperation frame states that ‘it was somewhat difficult’ for people on either side of the Kyrgyz-Uzbek border to cross into the adjoining country. The reporter referred to the ‘solving of this problem’ as ‘a historic event’ toward cooperation between the Uzbek and Kyrgyz people—all indicating that a border issue between the neighbours existed and was significant. In addition, many meetings held in 2017 between the working groups of the Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan on their border issues allow
us to conclude that although border disagreements were barely reported during the study period, these conflicts existed in the region and were a priority to resolve.

The apparent underreporting of the border issues allows us to hypothesize that other sectors reported as problematic by Kazinform and RFE/RL, but not reported as such by other agencies, are likely to have transboundary issues as well. Freedman (2014), who studies obstacles to covering transboundary issues in the region, attributes conflict underreporting (such as we observed in our study) to the avoidance of controversy, self-censorship, lack of access to information, limited transboundary collaboration, inadequate professional skills, and weakened minority-language media.

Of note is that there was an absence of reporting on regional conflict between upstream and downstream states over energy and water resources: No water or energy conflict stories were reported in 2017, and only four stories were reported in 2016. Kazinform reported three news stories on energy: two of them covered the same Kazakh-Kyrgyz event, and one of them focused on a multilateral energy issue. RFE/RL produced one article on water conflict between Tajikistan and Uzbekistan. The news agencies of Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan reported no negative incidents over energy or water resources. Based on our literature review, however, academia perceives water and energy issues as highly conflictive, similar to what we saw with border issues. Unlike border reporting in the media, there was a near total absence of water-related articles, indicating a lack of cooperative events to report on for this sector. In keeping with the regime legitimation approach, news agencies appear to have ignored sectors
where transboundary issues remain in order to project a greater sense of cooperation and stability.

*Employing media framing to achieve additional objectives*

Aware of possible conflict underreporting by TGA, Khovar, and UzA, we analysed the conflict stories reported by Kabar and Kazinform. Both agencies, while applying the external regime legitimation strategy, decided to report on conflicts in the following sectors: borders, elections, energy, terrorism, and trade. Border issues in 2016 differed from the border issues in 2017 by triggers, causes, and dyads. Border conflict articles dominated the conflict frame reporting in 2016, accounting for eighteen out of thirty-four conflict articles. Those 2016 border conflict stories primarily covered Kazakh-Turkmen and Kyrgyz-Uzbek incidents that were triggered by border closures and border demarcation issues, respectively. In 2017, most of the conflict border stories focused on the Kazakh-Kyrgyz border crossing. The reported border conflict arose from Kazakh-Kyrgyz elections conflict—the second most commonly reported conflictive sector in 2017.

The 2017 Kazakh-Kyrgyz spat showed a brief departure from their media framing approaches that were otherwise consistent. This dispute started with the Kyrgyz Republic accusing Kazakhstan of interfering in its elections when the Kazakh president met with a Kyrgyz presidential candidate who later lost the election; the dispute later escalated to Kazakhstan closing border crossings with the Kyrgyz Republic. This conflict, and the strategies the countries implemented to report it, reveals the Kazakh and Kyrgyz power dynamic. In this
incident (where Kazakhstan has an economic advantage), Kabar maintained coverage of the issue with conflict framing from the start to when the conflict escalated to the international level—with complaints issued to the World Trade Organization (WTO) and Eurasian Economic Union (EAEU) platforms. Kazinform had initially reported on the conflict in response to articles published in Kyrgyz media but stopped once the conflict had the attention of the WTO and EAEU.

Steven Livingston, professor of media and public affairs at George Washington University, explains such reporting as the preference by stronger states to ‘privatize’ the conflict to limit attention to it, and the desire by more vulnerable states to ‘socialize’ the incident to find allies against the stronger power (Bajraktari and Parajon 2007). The Kyrgyz republic interpreted Kazakhstan’s actions as having a delegitimizing effect on its regime and felt compelled to act. Given the Kyrgyz Republic’s weaker position, it socialized the issue by reporting the issue through the conflict frame. Once the conflict was in Kyrgyz media, Kazakhstan likely felt obligated to defend itself through its own media by reporting on, but downplaying, the conflict through its media, while simultaneously taking punitive actions (i.e., closing border crossings) in apparent retaliation. Once the story had enough international attention, Kazakhstan backed off, reopened the border, and both agencies resumed their normal reporting practices. While most conflicts appear to go underreported, this instance shows that certain provocations will result in a change in reporting frames in the Kyrgyz Republic and Kazakhstan.

*Minding their own business*
Among the agencies that reported regional conflict (the Kazakh and Kyrgyz news agencies), it was noted that they reported only stories involving their countries’ bilateral relationships. In the dataset examined, only one regional conflict–framed article was identified that did not involve the nation of the news agency publishing the article: a Kazinform article that reported an incident between Uzbekistan and the Kyrgyz Republic.

It was noted that Tajikistan was not involved in or mentioned in many cooperative (CCS equal +2) or conflict (CCS equal -1 and -2) news stories. This may be related to the capacity of the Tajik media outlet: Khovar produced the smallest number of regional articles during 2016 and 2017 compared to the other regional outlets. It also may be related to the level of actual cooperation between Tajikistan and other states in the region. The Kyrgyz Republic, which borders Tajikistan, contributed only four cooperative action stories on Tajikistan, focusing on Kazakh-Tajik and Tajik-Uzbek interactions. Additionally, Kabar did not post articles on the Tajik-Kyrgyz cooperation, while Khovar did. Based on these results, it appears that use of external legitimation strategy has a smaller role in Tajikistan’s regime legitimation approaches compared to the other nations in Central Asia.

Conclusion

The analysis of Central Asian state-run media outlets shows that the government media outlets applied the external legitimation approach in reporting regional interactions to depict a region where the nations are in harmony with one another. The manner of applying the external legitimation approach, however, differed from country to country: Kabar and Kazinform, news
agencies located in the two freest countries in this group of five, reported some regional conflict stories; TGA, Khovar, and UzA did not report on regional conflict at all. The spatial difference in application of external regime legitimation strategy is explained by the difference in the regime type and level of freedom: Kazakhstan and the Kyrgyz Republic have higher freedom rankings and soft authoritarian regimes, thus giving their news agencies more flexibility to report news that shows some disagreements in the region.

The cooperation narrative publicized by the state-run media outlets changed during the 2016–2017 period and was correlated with a change in Uzbek leadership, which resulted in an increase in reporting of cooperative news stories between Uzbekistan and its neighbours as many positive bilateral actions took place. It is noted, however, that the approach to reporting did not change much, as the national outlet continued to not report any conflict stories, even when such incidents took place.

While the systematic avoidance of reporting regional conflicts by TGA, Khovar, UzA, and the underreporting—in the form of reporting on self only—by Kabar and Kazinform may have created the impression of a more cooperative region; the comparison with RFE/RL’s articles allows us to conclude that all Central Asian state-run media outlets underreported regional conflict. Although the underreporting is not measured in avoidance of reporting on a number of conflictive events, it shows the media outlets employing external legitimation strategies to support and sustain their regimes.
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Appendix

GEOGRAPHIC SCALE

The geographic scale of the news articles (hereafter referred to as articles) is defined relative to the region of interest—the five countries of Central Asia (CA). CAW distinguishes five geographical scales: domestic (1), regional (2), interregional (3), nonregional (4), or not applicable (99). In this study, we focus on articles with a geographic scale of 2.

According to the Central Asia Watch (CAW) project, an article is coded as regional for scale if it involves at (1) least two of the five CA countries and/or (2) covers an event involving the relationship between at least two CA countries. These may include articles that:

- Feature meetings, competitions, exchanges, trade, infrastructure, border issues, resource sharing, exhibitions, regional sporting events, foreign visits, or cultural events involving two or more CA countries
- Cover natural disasters that occur on the territory of two or more CA states
- Discuss participation in regional meetings, organizations, or events where at least two CA countries are key players, such as EEU/EES, SCO, CICA, CIS, IFAS, SPECA. This includes regional sports organizations and events such as the Asian Football Confederation (AFC) and the Olympic Council of Asia. (Note: this does not include global organizations and events such as the UN, FIFA, and the Olympics unless condition number 2 is met.)
- Include historical notes, such as cooperation between CA republics during WWII, for example.

CAW’s automated machine coding algorithm uses a content analysis approach to define the geographic sale of each article. Each time an article mentions at least two of the following root words: ‘Kazakh,’ ‘Kyrgyz,’ ‘Tajik,’ ‘Turkmen,’ and ‘Uzbek,’ the computer codes the article 2 for geographic scale. The CAW’s automated machine coding algorithm is unable to process images when determining the geographic scale; thus, coding is based on an analysis of the text only, regardless of whether or not a picture is included with the article to provide clarity regarding the geographic scale. In a composite story where multiple geographic scales may apply, regional topics (Scale value of 2) take precedence over others, even if not the primary focus of the article based on the title.

CONFLICT AND COOPERATION SCALE (CCS)

The regional articles (Scale = 2) are classified using CAW’s conflict and cooperation scale (CCS). The CCS tracks for verbal and physical events performed by the states or their representatives. All regional articles are classified as conflictive (-), cooperative (+), or neutral (zero). Both conflictive or cooperative articles can be classified as featuring verbal (value of ±1) or action (value of ±2) events. Note that articles discussing historical actions are considered as verbal events under the CCS. Additionally, articles that report two or more CCS events are coded for the most recent event (e.g., a border crossing is reopened after being closed). Coding is based on an analysis of the text only, regardless of whether or not a picture is included with the article to provide clarity regarding the CCS. A detailed rubric of the CCS is provided below:
CAW’s CCS

0 neutral event
-2 conflict action
-1 conflict verbal
1 cooperation verbal
2 cooperation action
99 No Value/CCS does not apply

Neutral = 0
If an article refers to CA countries in neither positive nor negative terms and it does not make implications for the relationship between two or more CA countries, it is coded as 0 for CCS. Most regional articles will not fall into this category. Some examples of possible cases are described below:
- Accidents: no fault events/natural disasters
- Educational/informational articles
- Commitment to neutrality
- Participation in a sporting event outside of CA
- Information about sports teams/athletes (e.g., a Tajik will be refereeing a Kyrgyz AFC soccer match)

No Value/CCS does not apply = 99
The CCS only applies to regional articles. All articles in which the geographic scale is not 2 will have a CCS of 99.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cooperation Action = +2</th>
<th>Conflict Action = -2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Economic Topics:</td>
<td>Economic Topics:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- delivering economic or disaster relief aid</td>
<td>- physically hindering or impeding trade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- making economic loans or grants</td>
<td>- manipulating trade or currency to cause economic problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- establishing common transportation or communication networks</td>
<td>- halting/preventing aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- engaging in trade</td>
<td>- unilateral construction of infrastructure against another country's protests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- easing economic restrictions</td>
<td>- theft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- repaying debts</td>
<td>- reducing flow of water or electricity to another country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- establishing economic common market</td>
<td>- building infrastructure to avoid/stop cooperation, e.g., stop sharing existing joint infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- entering economic pacts</td>
<td>- engaging in joint infrastructure development projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- conducting trade agreements</td>
<td>- participating in joint economic ventures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- granting favoured nation status</td>
<td>- ensuring delivery of water and energy resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- engaging in joint infrastructure development projects</td>
<td>- reporting of (cumulative) trade numbers: this is considered a cooperative ‘act’ of trading</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Government ratifies agreement or bill (i.e., agreement to aid another CA country)

**Diplomatic Topics:**
- increasing (welcomed) official presence in another country
- granting visas to foreign nationals
- foreign visit by a head of state (president) includes all activities during state visit, provided there is no conflict
- signing agreements and other similar documents
- making/signing joint statements: a joint statement is considered an act
- joining or organizing international alliances
- providing material support
- refusing sanctuary to foreign opposition leaders
- expatriating wanted persons
- punishment of national actors for harming relations (action)
- participating as observers in the elections of other Central Asian states
- government official of one country receives an award from another CA country

**Cultural Topics:**
- providing educational assistance
- signing joint research agreements
- formation of a joint sports team
- establishing sister-city status
- joint media agreement

**Security Topics:**
- opening borders
- pardoning foreign nationals
- releasing property of foreign countries
- joint counterterrorism efforts
- sharing of intelligence
- Loosening/removing visa requirements

**Diplomatic Topics:**
- denying visas to foreign nationals
- breaking off diplomatic relations
- terminating agreements, either unilaterally or bilaterally, unless there is a cooperative explanation included
- mobilizing demonstrations against another country
- granting sanctuary to foreign opposition leaders
- cancelling head of state (presidential) visit; can be nonconsequential (i.e., the President postponed his trip due to an earthquake)
- using international instruments to harm the interests of foreign countries

**Cultural Topics:**
- cancelling joint research agreements
- intellectual theft or unauthorized reproductions
- withdrawing from participation in a sports or cultural event in or with another CA country

**Security Topics:**
- spying on foreign nationals
- hindering movement and activities of foreign nationals
- closing borders and blocking free communication (for hostile and nonhostile/security reasons)
- executing alleged spies of another country
- seizing property of another country
### Military Topics:
- providing air, naval, or land facilities for bases
- giving technical or advisory military assistance
- granting military aid
- intervening with military support at request of government
- concluding military agreements
- training military personnel
- conducting joint military exercises
- disarmament
- establishing joint military efforts
- exchanging prisoners of war
- cease-fires
- peace treaties
- withdrawing troops from the joint border zones

### Cooperation Verbal = +1

#### Diplomatic Topics:
- heads of the state meeting under the umbrella of an international organization
- meeting between foreign officials
- written or verbal expression of support
- expressed desire for cooperation
- presentation by diplomats of their letter of credentials
- appointing ambassadors
- requesting support for policy
- announcing intentions to improve relations
- official support of policy
- raising legation to embassy
- reaffirming friendship
- apologizing for unfavourable actions or statements
- resuming broken relations

### Military Topics:
- expelling or arresting foreign nationals (with or without grounds)
- prosecution/punishment of foreign nationals (with or without grounds)
- increased border controls
- protests expressing sentiment against another country

### Conflict Verbal = -1

#### Verbal statements:
- criticizing foreign policies or actions
- recalling ambassadors
- making retaliation statements
- making threatening demands and accusations
- denouncing foreign leaders, system, or ideology
- cancelling/withdrawing from meetings, conferences, summits, sports events, etc.
- refusing participation in talks, meetings, or summits
- breakdown of negotiations
- implementing propaganda attacks
- issuing diplomatic notes of protest
- cancelling official (nonpresidential) visits
- requesting clarification of another
- verbally reprimanding national actors for harming relations
- supporting the regime by saying/promising to send observers for elections

**Culture:**
- cultural and educational exchanges
- hosting a regional sport competition by a CA state
- art exhibitions or film festivals
- president attending an international event in another CA country, not part of state visit

**Economic:**
- offering or asking for aid
- verbal commitment of aid
- participation in trade shows
- expression of support through a regional economic organization
- expression of desire to increase trade

- country's statements
- declining foreign invitation to visit
- denying accusations
- airing grievances over past actions
- expressing support for dissidents or opposition in another country